Radiance
Confetti Corners
Designed by Osie Lebowitz

Finished quilt size: 53½" x 64½"
Fabric Requirements
1 panel (2/3 yard) Radiance-C5130 Black
7/8 yard Radiance-C5134 Black
7/8 yard Radiance-C5131 Black
5/8 yard Radiance-C5133 Multi
5/8 yard Studio-C3096 Delft
1/2 yard Studio-C3096 Chambray
5/8 yard Radiance-C5132 Brite (binding)
3 1/2 yards Radiance backing fabric of your choice
62" x 73" batting

Cutting

From Radiance-C5130 Black:
• Cut the panel into four equal quarters and trim each to 17" high and 11 1/2" wide, trimming only the outside edges.

From Radiance-C5134 Black:
• Cut five 4" x width-of-fabric (WOF) strips for the inner border.
• Cut four 2" x WOF strips. Sub-cut four 2" x 18" strips and four 2" x 14" strips.

From Radiance-C5131 Black:
• Cut six 4 1/2" x WOF strips for borders.

From Radiance-C5133 Multi:
• Cut six 3" x WOF strips for borders.

From Studio-C3096 Delft:
• Cut thirteen 1 1/2" x WOF strips. Sub-cut four 1 1/2" x 17", four 1 1/2" x 12 1/2" strips and four 1 1/2" squares. Save the remaining eleven strips for borders.

From Studio-C3096 Chambray:
• Cut one 3" x WOF strip. Sub-cut four 3" squares and four 1 1/2" squares.
• Cut six 1 1/2" x WOF strips for borders.

From Radiance-C5132 Brite:
• Cut seven 2 1/2" x WOF strips.

Block Construction

All seam allowances are 1/4" unless otherwise noted.

1. Following Figure 1 for orientation and border locations, sew a 1 1/2" x 17" C3096 Delft strip to one long side of each C5130 Black panel quarter. Sew a 1 1/2" x 12 1/2" C3096 Delft strip to the adjacent short side of each C5130 Black panel.

2. Sew a 2" x 18" C5134 Black strip to each C3096 Delft strip long edge. Sew a 2" x 14" C5134 Black strip to each C3096 Delft strip short edge. Label the blocks A, B, C and D as shown.

Fig. 1
Quilt Top Assembly

3. Following Figure 1 for block positioning, sew the long edges of Block A and B together. Sew the long edges of Block C and D together. Matching center seams, sew the two rows together.

4. Measure the quilt center length and cut two strips that measurement from the 1 1/2" C3096 Delft strips. Sew one strip to each side of the quilt. Measure the quilt center width and cut two strips that measurement from the 1 1/2" C3096 Delft strips. Sew one strip to the top and other to the bottom of the quilt.

5. Sew the five 4" x WOF C5134 Black strips together end to end using diagonal seams. Repeat step 4 to measure and sew on the 4" C5134 Black borders.

6. Sew the remaining 1 1/2" C3096 Delft strips together end to end using diagonal seams. Measure the quilt center width and length and cut two strips each measurement from the pieced strips. Sew one border to the top and one to the bottom. Sew a 1 1/2" C3096 Chambray square to each end of both side borders. Sew one pieced strip to each side of the quilt.

7. Repeat step 4 using six 4 1/2" x WOF C5131 Black strips to complete the next border.

8. Repeat step 6 using the six 1 1/2" C3096 Chambray strips and four 1 1/2" C3096 Delft squares to complete the next border.

9. Repeat step 6 using six 3" x WOF C5133 Multi strips and four 3" C3096 Chambray squares to complete the outer border.

Finishing

10. Layer the quilt top, batting and backing and quilt as desired.

11. Stitch the binding strips together end to end using diagonal seams. Fold and press the resulting long strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together. Stitch to the quilt front, matching raw edges and mitering the corners.

13. Fold the binding to the quilt underside and hand-stitch the folded edge to the quilt back.